
ELISE VIST AND LAUREN BURR
Department: English
Program: PhD

Project funded by: Institute for Quantum Computing 
and The Games Institute

Alice and Schrödinger is a playful exploration of the  
Mike and Ophelia Lazaridis Quantum-Nano Centre. Using a 
combination of near-field communication chips, which users 
access in specific locations, and bluetooth-based iBeacons, 
which let users know when they’re near something interesting, 
Alice and Schrödinger encourages users to wander around the 
building, seeking out snippets of conversations between Alice, 
an IQC graduate student, and Schrödinger, her curious and 
excitable cat. Tours, even self-guided ones, require users to 
follow a clear, linear path from one fact to another, restricting 
them to the path that the designer thinks is most interesting. 
Instead, Alice and Schrödinger allows people to pick and 
choose what kind of information they’re interested in, and let 
the architecture of the building and their own whims draw 
them to different locations.
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SHAWN DOREY
Department: English
Program: MA

Student project

Starting Zones: Studying a Potential Intersection Between Cultural Geography and Game Studies 
is an analysis of social interactions I entered in as a player of the Massively Multiplayer Online Role-
Playing games (MMORPG) World of Warcraft. I conclude there are real consequences to the actions  
in MMORPG that feed into other aspects of a person’s life. My analysis feeds past the mundane of the 
financial investment players commit in order to play, and looks at the emotional effect these games 
apply unto their players. It postulates that participating in these online communities is an excursion in 
making the world smaller, drawing on the work of Joshua Meyrowitz, Marshall McLuhan, Mia Consalvo, 
and many more. Through this research, the simulated class structures within MMORPG was found to 
be informed by the class structures and economic inequalities present offline. Ultimately the final 
conclusion is a call for a more serious approach to how online interactions are handled and dealt with.
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STEVE WILCOX
Department: English
Program: PhD

Project funded by: CIHR and The Games Institute  
The first dissertation in the English department to be argued, in part, through a videogame

Uncommon Places: The Multimodal Art of Embodied Invention develops the concept of embodied 
invention, an epistemology and design philosophy that treats multimodal media such as comics and 
videogames as heuristics for translating knowledge between bodies, communities, and cultures.  
In classical rhetoric, invention refers to the art of discovering knowledge through the commonplaces 
those opinions, beliefs, and values hold that are common to a particular time and place. Rhetors 
would train themselves in invention by studying commonplace books texts that contained common 
expressions, phrases, and allegories of a particular community, region, or culture. Drawing on 
phenomenology, semiotics, and media theory, this dissertation puts forward an embodied account 
of invention, one that correlates knowledge of the world with one’s position or place in the world. In 
order to make this point effectively, and to demonstrate its applicability to design, a portion of this 
dissertation is argued through a videogame called Allergies & Allegories.
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STEVE WILCOX
Department: English
Program: PhD

Project funded by: The Games Institute

Project co-researchers: Michael Hancock, contributor, Department of English; Alice Bao, 
contributor, School of Environment; Dean Mizzi, contributor, St. Paul’s University College

Game Studies 101 (GS101) is an online archive of games, criticism, and scholarship. Its goal is to 
open up the study of games across disciplines, campuses, and organizations by making accessible 
various foundational works in game studies, criticism, and design. The archive includes numerous 
annotated entries categorized by genre and cross-listed between academic fields to facilitate 
exploration and collaboration between those interested in the communicative potential of games.
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ALEX FLECK, STEVE WILCOX, JONATHAN RODRIGUEZ
Department: English, English, CS
Program: MA, PhD, PhD

Project funded by: The Games Institute and SSHRC

Project co-researchers: UpSWinG (wider SSHRC project); Dr. Neil Randall; Computer Science 
PhD student Jonathan Rodriguez; Steve Wilcox, PhD, English ’16, The Games Institute

Hustle and Flow is a SSHRC sponsored multi-game project that models the simulation and 
negotiation of transboundary water governance in the St. Lawrence River Basin. The first part of 
the project is a simulation of the elements at play in the basin itself. The player takes on the role of 
an omniscient manager tasked with maintaining and extending the Basin’s ecological and human-
related functions, while satisfying the various stakeholder groups that live in the area. The second part 
of the project asks the player to take on the perspective of a stakeholder group and work together 
with others — that have also played the simulation — to negotiate what policy decisions are best for 
the St. Lawrence Basin as a whole, while also balancing those wider needs against their (individual) 
stakeholder needs.

Hustle and Flow was presented at The Institute of Public Administration of Canada (IPAC) conference in 
Toronto in June 2016, and was presented (as part of a games competition) at the European Conference 
on Games Based Learning in Paisley, Scotland in October 2016.
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firstpersonscholar.com/contribute

TO CONTRIBUTE TO FIRST PERSON SCHOLAR, VISIT

FIRST PERSON SCHOLAR
Project funded by: The Games Institute and SSHRC

First Person Scholar (FPS) is an online middle-state publication about games and games 
culture. FPS publishes weekly essays, commentaries, interviews and book reviews written by 
academics, members of the games industry, and enthusiasts. The goal of FPS is to make games 
research open and accessible to as many people as possible. Along with the weekly articles, FPS 
also runs a monthly podcast called First Person Podcast where the editorial team discuss games 
industry news and the latest game releases. FPS is run by volunteer graduate students from Arts 
and STEM disciplines at the University of Waterloo.
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RINA R. WEHBE
HCI Games Group 
Department: Computer Science
Program: PhD 

Project funded by: The Games Institute and The HCI Games Group

Project co-researchers: Gustavo F. Tondello, Computer Science PhD student, HCI Games 
Group; Diane Watson, Computer Science PhD student, Touch Lab; Marim Ganaba, Digital 
Experience Innovation, HCI Games Group; Melissa Stocco, Global Business and Digital Arts, HCI 
Games Group; Alvin Lee, Computer Science, HCI Games Group; Dr. Lennart E. Nacke, Drama 
and Speech Communication, HCI Games Group (Faculty Supervisor)

Above Water is a digital/physical hybrid game to inform people about the available strategies to 
cope with two types of Anxiety Disorders - Generalized Anxiety Disorder and Panic Disorder. The 
game is designed to inspire players with these disorders to share their experiences and develop their 
own personal narrative. For players without an anxiety disorder, the game teaches about existing 
treatments, intervention information, and ways to support those with mental health disorders.
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DR. JENNIFER WHITSON
Department: Sociology and Legal Studies / Stratford Campus

Project funded by: SSHRC

Project co-researchers: Dr. Felan Parker and Dr. Bart Simon from Technoculture 
Arts and Games Research Centre at Concordia University

Indie Interface Project: Many indie game developers struggle to make ends meet. Game 
audiences are fragmented and difficult to pin down, and ongoing marginalization of women and 
other under-represented groups is endemic in gaming culture. The Indie Interface project is a 
partnership with the Indie MEGABOOTH and the hundreds of game developers they work with, 
examining how indie game communities are addressing these issues. It represents a unique 
opportunity to better understand what we call “indie interface” organizations: how they provide 
support and stability for economically vulnerable developers, curate indie games for mainstream 
gaming audiences, and make gaming culture more open and inclusive. Using mixed qualitative/
quantitative methods, we have conducted surveys, interviews, and ethnographic fieldwork with 
developers in the wild (e.g. at their work and where they showcase their games), and since 2016 
we have been examining different models for more sustainable and creative game development.

Interesting fact: Most game developer interviews for this project are at massively popular 
game conventions such as PAX (Penny Arcade Expo). Dr. Whitson’s most memorable interview was 
in a fortune-telling booth designed to promote the game Barkley 2.
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RYAN CLEMENT
Department: English
Program: PhD 

Dissertation 

Project co-researchers: Dr. Karen Collins, Drama and Speech Communication; 
Dr. Neil Randall, English (Faculty Co-Supervisors) 

The Kitchen Table: This two-to-six player co-operative game is built around family 
meal planning and dietary restrictions. It looks at the emergence of narrative from game 
mechanics, and how that emergence might be applied to more effective game design.  
The Kitchen Table game was designed and tested with a study on Persuasive Games  
and Food Allergies. This project was completed with support from Dr. Neil Randall  
and the Games Institute, and Dr. Susan Elliott from the Department of Geography  
and Environmental Management through collaboration with GET-FACTS.
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CAYLEY MACARTHUR
Department: English and Systems Design Engineering
Program: MA 

MA Thesis 

Project co-researchers: Dr. Mark Hancock, Management Sciences and Dr. Neil 
Randall, English (Faculty Co-Supervisors)

Gendered or Neutral? Considering the Language of HCI: A lack of diversity in  
STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) fields has been a challenge in terms of 
recruitment, engagement, opportunity and equality spanning decades. It is not well understood  
how new technologies created by the human-computer interaction (HCI) community affect aspects 
such as empowerment, diversity, identity and equity in minority groups.

Feminist theory suggests that the abstract, gender-neutral language used to talk about people  
in HCI would elicit imagery perceived to be male. Research suggests that the “people” words in  
HCI publications (user, participant, person, designer, researcher) all have a tendency to be perceived 
as male among a male audience, but females have a more balanced perception of “designer”, 
“person”, and “participant”.

Greater awareness and sensitivity are needed regarding potential bias implied by these terms,  
that are not representative of the diverse community within and outside of HCI.

Interesting fact: The study collected drawings (about 150 per “people” word) plus surveys 
about the drawing and drawer to determine how people perceived the words vs. who they were.
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SHAWN DOREY
Department: English
Program: MA 

Project funded by: The Games Institute

Sorting 63 Genders was inspired by a tweet by congressman Joe Walsh (tweet in full:  
“If you want a country with 63 different genders, vote Hillary. If you want a country where men 
are men and women are women, vote Trump.”). The game implores you to interact in life and 
live a life. You are asked to try and embrace what it would mean “for a man to be a man, and  
a woman to be a woman”. It takes the text adventure genre using textadventure.co.uk 
as a platform and gives a series of snippets of a potential average life of a boy or a girl. Every 
action has a gendered reading and communicates that reading to the player, forcing them to  
see how others rewrite their actions unwillingly. It is abrasive, crude, and unwelcoming, much 
like the world it is attempting to depict.
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AMBER O’BRIEN
Department: English
Program: MA 

Major Research Project

The Pantheon of Dream is a digital/physical hybrid role-playing board game that 
encourages 2-4 players to work collaboratively to craft their own heroic stories each time  
they play the game. It consists of both a 3D-printed game board that the players build as  
they play, as well as a digital component that influences how they construct it. The goal of the 
game is to complete one of many quests by laying paths to certain locations. As they carry  
out these quests, players will cross paths with creatures, delve into dungeons, and pick up 
items that will affect their journeys. The Pantheon of Dream is being developed to play with  
the relationship between two types of narrative: embedded narrative and emergent narrative,  
in order to explore if doing so increases player immersion. The game undertakes this aim  
by giving players the ability to weave their stories into the game’s narrative.
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VICTOR CHEUNG 
Department: Systems Design Engineering
Program: PhD 

Project funded by: University of Waterloo Institute for Quantum 
Computing (IQC) and The Games Institute

Project co-researchers: Dr. James Wallace, School of Public Health and Health 
Systems (Faculty Supervisor); Jagger Nast, Programmer; Mike Brown, Programmer; 
Keith McLean, Artist

Quantum Cats shares the wonder of the quantum world in a new and unique way – through 
a game. In partnership with IQC, the University of Waterloo Games Institute has created a game 
that highlights a few of the quantum behaviours that Einstein called ‘weird’ and ‘spooky’.

Quantum Cats is an Angry Birds-like game that features four cats, who are launched using  
an electromagnetic catapult across levels to rescue the world’s kittens (who are coincidentally 
trapped in nearby boxes). Each cat’s game mechanics correspond to different quantum properties 
such as Uncertainty, Quantum Tunnelling, and Superposition. The game aims to make quantum 
mechanics more accessible to the general public, spark interest in quantum computing, and  
foster public engagement with quantum computing research.

Interesting fact: Quantum Cats is available as a free download in the Google Play Store  
and the iOS App Store. 
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ADAM BRADLEY, JONATHAN RODRIGUEZ, 
KENT AARDSE
Departments: English, Computer Science, English
Program: PhD, PhD, PhD 

Project funded by: Mitacs, Stitch Media and The Games Institute

Project co-researchers: Kevin Compuesto, Illustrator, OCAD University;  
Sabrina Lindermann, Illustrator, OCAD University; Chrysanne Di Marco, Computer Science; 
Dr. Neil Randall, English (Faculty Co-Supervisors)

Rival Books of Aster is a one or two-player mobile collectible-card strategy game that draws 
on theories of story and myth creation. Players collect cards to create hexes, while contributing to 
the ongoing unveiling of the mythology in the game. There are over 140 hand illustrated spells that 
players can use to build custom decks and go head to head against other players. Each spell is also  
a page in a living story book that translates itself and reveals its secrets as the game is played.

Story arcs and plot points are decided by player actions in-game. In essence, players of the game  
are dynamically being written into the mythology of the game as they play. The game features 
innovative game mechanics and beautiful hand-painted art by award-winning artists. 

Interesting fact: In addition to being available on the iOS App Store, Rival Books of Aster is  
also available on Steam. 
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SHAWN DESOUZA-COELHO 
Department: English
Program: MA 

Project funded by: The Games Institute and Mitacs

Project co-researchers: Dr. Neil Randall (Faculty Supervisor); Alvin Lee, Computer 
Science; Jonathan Rodriguez, Computer Science; Kate Phillips, Art (independent)

Places, Please! is a joint venture between The Games Institute at the University of Waterloo 
and the Stratford Festival of Canada. It is a four-player cooperative mobile game designed 
to simulate the acts of putting on a theatrical production at the Stratford Festival. Within the 
framework of these productions, four players take on the roles of each of the four production 
departments (Acting, Crew, Stage Management, and Tech). All departments must work together to 
perform simulated versions of the real-life individual and collaborative duties required of them to 
ensure the smooth running of the show. The game is unique in that the focus is not on these tasks, 
but on the complex modes of interaction required between departments in their completion.
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DIANE WATSON
Department: Computer Science
Program: PhD 

Project co-researchers: Dr. Mark Hancock, Management Sciences; Dr. Regan 
Mandryk, Computer Science, University of Saskatchewan (Faculty Co-Supervisors) 

Reading Garden is a casual game designed to motivate university students through the 
long-term motivational problem of reading a course textbook over a semester. In Reading 
Garden, players grow gardens to level up. Advanced gameplay mechanics are unlocked with 
a special in-game currency. Players earn this currency by answering a short comprehension 
quiz based on the assigned readings from the textbook.

Our results from two semester-long studies show that participating in simple cooperative 
social play motivated players to personally read more of the textbook, while competing 
using the leaderboards did not. Cooperation may be more motivating than competition when 
applied to long-term motivational problems. 
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SHAWN DeSOUZA-COELHO
Department: English
Program: MA 

The PoeTree is built upon the principle that community is the answer. It is the first step 
in a multi-year plan to foster community engagement and to provide financial assistance to  
those communities.

The installation itself consists of a large plastic/metallic tree possessing one hundred and thirty 
branches made of steel wire. At the end of each of these branches is an alligator clip, and within  
the jaws of each clip is a single slip of paper containing a poem. Passers-by are able to take  
a poem from the tree at any time they wish. Nearby is a sign that says as much. Also nearby  
is a small stand with pens and blank slips of paper so that passers-by can also leave their own 
poems for others to take. 

Here we have a simple exchange between strangers, anonymous if they wish to be, and above  
all emotionally charged. This exchange is another way to know and understand one another through 
the written word.

Interesting fact: The PoeTree was first planted in Trinity Bellwoods Park in Toronto, ON on 
August 27, 2017. The PoeTree was at the Schneider Haus National Historic Site on November 4, 2017 
for Kitchener’s NIGHT\SHIFT Festival.
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RINA R. WEHBE
Department: Computer Science
Program: PhD 

Project funded by: Dr. Lennart E. Nacke, Drama and Speech Communication, 
HCI Games Group; Dr. Edward Lank, Computer Science (Faculty Co-Supervisors)

Why are games difficult? What design decisions affect game difficulty? To answer  
these questions, our project tests game design decisions in platform games with incremental 
changes in difficulty. As expected, smaller platform sizes, and quicker speeds increase difficulty. 
However, unexpectedly we found that triple jump is actually less difficult than double jump.  
We speculate this may be because we are changing the base task instead of increasing difficulty. 
Furthermore, we also tested changes in perspective (i.e. scrolling along the x-axis, y-axis,  
or z-axis) and found significant differences. 

Interesting fact: This was presented as a paper at the CHI 2017 conference.
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